Abstract. A new operational semantics for "pure" CCS is proposed that considers the parallel operator as a flfSt class one, and permits a description of the calculus in terms of partial orderings. The new semantics (also for unguarded agents) is given in the SOS style via the partial ordering derivation relation. CCS agents are decomposed into sets of sequential sub-agents, and the new derivations which relate sets of sub-agents describe their actions and their causaI dependencies. The computations obtained by animating sets of sub-agents via the partial ordering derivation relation are "observed" either as interleaving or partial orderings of events. Interleavings coincide with Milner' s many step derivations, and "linearizations" of partial orderings are ali and only interleavings. In order to obtain more abstract semantics, we introduce two relations of partial ordering observational equivalence and congruence that preserve concurrency. These are finer than Milner's exactly in that they distinguish interleaving of sequential nondeterministic agents from their concurrent execution.
Introduction
Many different models have been proposed to specify systems whose subparts can progress in parallel, synchronize and exchange messages. These models can be compared by considering how they describe the fact that events (atomic actions, synchronizations, communications) can be performed by subparts of a system concurrently, Le., independently from each other. If we talce this standpoint, the various models of concurrency can be divided into two broad groups: those based on interleaving and those based on true concurrency.
Models based on interleaving express concurrency among events by saying that they may occur in any order. Thus, a totai ordering among possibly spatially separated and causally independent events is imposed: a global dock and global states are assumed. Their proposers, arnong which [MiI80 and 83, Niv82, Lam83, AB84, BHR84, BK84, Mne85, HenS7J, stress the simplicity of the underlying mathematics as a sufficient reason to stick to this approach, since it pennits easier reasoning about concurrent systems and proving most of their properties.
Modeis based on true concurrency use, instead, partial ordering of events where concurrency is represented as absence of ordering. In this frarnework, where no global dock is assumed, the behaviour of a system is expressed in terms of causai relations between the events performed by subparts of its distributed state. Their proposers (some references are [Maz77, Larn78, Pet80, WinkSO, NPW81, Shi82, DK83, GR83, BS86, Pra86, BC87, DM87a and bl) claim thal these models offer a more faithful picture of reality, and that some liveness properties of concurrent systems can be better understood and studied in this framework.
A classical representative of the models based on interleaving is Milner' s Calculus of Communicating Systems, CCS for short, [Mil80] . It relies on a small number of operators which are used IO build CCS lerms. These are considered as agents that may perform certain actions to become _ other agents. The operational semantics of the calculus is given through labelled transition systems, and the fact that agent Eo evolves IO El by performing an action l! is rendered by Eo-J..!.--tEI. The technique used (Structured Operational Semantics orSOS [PloSI] ) relies on the well-known idea of describing the behaviour of systems by sequences of transitions belween configurations. Transitions of compound systems are defined in a syntax-driven way, via axioms and inference rules.
Since the originai version of CCS was geared towards the interleaving approach, ilS semantics does no! consider the operator for parallel composition of processes ''l'' as primitive: given any finite process containing I, there always exists another process withoUl I which exhibits the same behaviour.
In this paper a new operationai semantics for CCS is proposed thal considers instead the paralle! operator as a fmt class one, and offers a partial ordering semantics for the calculus. Again, the operational semantics is given in the SOS style, bUI a different transition relation, called partial ordering derivation relation, is defined. Il relates subparts of CCS agents, rather than their whole global state, and carries informalion about causaI dependencies. CCS agents are decomposed into sets of sequential processes, called grapes, and the new transitions nOI only describe the actions agents may perfonn when in a given state, but they also express the causai relationamong subparts of agents when the globa! state changes. The partial ordering derivation relation is defined via inference rules which are in direct correspondence with those of [MiI80] . Thus, aiso the deduction of either transitions follows the same pattern.
The new transitions have the fonn 11-[fl,9\]..-712 where Il and 12 represent sets of grapes, and 9\ is a relation giving additional infonnation about the causal relations among agents. The grapes in Il perfonn the action fl evolving to those in 12, thus we say tha! the grapes of Il cause, through fl, those in 12. The infonnaùon about other grapes caused by grapes in Il, bm not by fl, is recorded in 9\. The intended dynamic meaning is that set of grapes I l occurring in the current state can be replaced, after showing an event labelled by fl, by ai! grapes in 12 and ail grapes related by 9\ to obtain the new state.
As an example, consider the CCS agent (o:.NILI~.NIL)+y.NIL, which may evolve to NILI~.NIL after resolving the nondetermÌnistic choice (expressed by +) in favour of 0:. In the interleaving approach, this will be rendered as It should be noted that every derivation of the originai caicu!us can always be recovered from our partiai ordering derivation, simply by "putùng together" i!s initial and finai sets of grapes.
In the example above, we gel NILI~.NIL by putting together the two grapes NILlid and idl~.NIL, caused by {(o:.NILI~.NIL)+y.NIL). 
OLNILIJ).NIL)+y.NIL) -[a, {(a.NILIJ).NIL)+y.NIL:S; idlJ).NIL)H (NILlid).
A transition of the above form may look a bit unnaturaI. We are used to conceive labelled transitions as relations between a set of processes and an action, and belween that action and aEl the new processes. In the transition above, grape idl/3.NIL is, instead, directly related to grape (a.NILlf3.NIL)+y.NIL. This happens because the evolution of a nondeterministic process like the latter requires frrst choosing one of the alternatives, and then performing an action of the chosen grapes. A possible way of describing in detail the above a-transition is drawn in Fig. 1 .2.a): first, a choice-event, labelled by 1, causes two concurrent grapes a.NILlid and idlf3.NIL; then, the former performs an a. It is however important noticing that the decision and the action are to be considered as a single indivisible action in order to be faithful to the originaI semantics. Since CCS has no mechanisms for defining atomic actions from sequences, we are lef! with two aIternatives:
either lO hide the decision, and obtain transitions like that of Fig. 1 We can extract from computations either sequences or partial orderings of actions. In the fust case we keep track of the temporaI ordering in which the actions have been performed (in our example a followed by 13, Le., af3); while in the second case we keep track of the causaI dependencies among the actions (in our example a concurrent with ~). By "observing" computations in either way and by taking imo account their initial and fina! sets of grapes we obtain interleaving or partial ordering many step derivations. On passing, we remark that our approach is indeed operationa! since we buUd our many step derivations by composing elementary steps and then abstracting. This differs from other approaches [e.g., BC8?, BS86], where transition systems are used to direct!y associate partial orderings to agents: the notion of elementary step and the possibility of b'Towing computations from them are lost in favour of a more denotational flavour.
The two kinds of derivations provide us with a firm ground for studying the relationships between the interleaving and the partial ordering approaches. Actuall y, the natural direct correspondence between our partial ordering derivation relation and Milner's allows us to prove that his many step derivations coincide with our interleaving derivations. This resuIts guarantees also that thc originaI interleaving operational semantics of CCS is immediately retrievable from ours.
Furthermore, we will see tha!, given a computation, "linearizing" the causaI relation of its parti al ordering many step derivation results in the set of sequences which are alt and only the interleaving many step derivations. This property, called complete concurrency, amounts to saying that two concurrent events can be generated in either ordering, and plays a crucia! role in relating the interleaving and partial ordering semantics of CCS. Back to our example, all and only the linearizations of the partial ordering of the derivation obtained from S (a concurrent with B) are exactly Milner's many·step derivations associated to agent (a.NILI~.NIL)+y.NIL (when the same side of the + is chosen), Le., a~ and Ba.
When the behaviour of concurrent systems is described through a relation between their states, al! their internai states are lO be taken into account. Often, on!y some of them, however, are relevan! for actual system anaIysis. So operational descriptions of this kind end up specifying too many details, and introducing unnecessary and unnatural differentations. A remedy advocated by Milner is to consider concurrent systems as black boxes, to assume some actions as internai, thus invisible, and therefore to describe system behaviours only in terms of visible actions. To this aim, notions of observational equivalence and congruence are introduced which are based on experimentations, and perrnit to abstract from unwanted details [Mi180 and 83, HM85] . Because of the intrinsically sequential nature of the experiments allowed, concurrency is stilI not a primitive notion of the theory. Here, we introduce a new notion of partial ordering observation through which we can define notions of observational equivalence and congruence that preserve concurrency. Like Milner's, our starting point is the notion of bisimulation [Par81] : two agents are if they are able lO perform the same partial orderings of visible actions, evolving lO equivalent agents. The new relations of partial ordering observational equivalence and congruence are finer than Milner's exactly in that they distinguish interleaving of sequential nondeterministic processes from their concurrent execution. As a matter of fact, the two equivalences and the two congruences coincide when dealing with nondeterrninistic sequential processes only.
We staned some years ago OUI investigation on a partial ordering approach to the semantics of concurrent languages, and reported our intermediate results in a number of papers [DDM85, 87a, 87b, DGM87, DM87a and bl. As already mentioned, the semantics for CCS proposed in the fuSI three papers is however nOI completely satisfactory. There, we keep a one-to-one correspondence between set of grapes reachable through derivations and agents, between the new ruJes and Milner's, and between the proofs of the derivations, bUI we do not always permil concurrem execution of intuitively independent actions. In [DDM87c] we solve this problem al the price of a more complex notion of distributed state, and of a less natural set of rules. Actually, due to a distributed treatment of the choice operator, a decomposition relation is introduced which causes a combinatorial explosion of the possible sets of grapes, and the loss of the one-to-one correspondence between states, i.e., sets of grapes, and CCS agents. Moreover, when dealing with unguarded recUIsion the decomposition relation may originate infinite sets of infinite grapes, and lo deduce them, problerns arise similar to those about perpetuai processes in Logic Programming.
In this paper we are able to give a full account of parallelism, yet maintaining a syntactic oneto-one correspondence between the interleaving and the partial ordering approaches. We keep a centralized treatment of choice thus avoiding state explosion. Moreover, we straightforwardly deal with unguarded recursion. The causai relation among events may in this case be infinitely branching, thus reflecting the possible unbounded parallelism (see also Fig. 4.4) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the originai interleaving semantics of CCS which relies on the derivation relation and on the notion of bisimulation. Section 3 defines the new partial ordering derivation relation on sets of sub-agems rather than on whole agents. The partial orderil)g many step derivation relation is introduced in Section 4 and compared with Milner' s. U sing this new relation, partial ordering observational equivalence and congruence are defined in the same section, and shown to be finer than the originai ones, yet coincident on sequential non-deterrninistic agents. Finally, Section 5 discusses the relationships between this work and other proposals of true concurrent semantics for CCS.
CCS and its Interleaving Semantics
This section contains a brief introduction to "pure" CCS, Le., the calculus without value passing. First, we shall introduce the syntax of the calculus, then we will present the traditional inter- • A = Ll u Ll-(ranged over by À) be the seI ofvisible actions;
• 1: li! A be a distinguished invisible action, and let A u {1: J be ranged over by J1.. The CCS agents, ranged over by E, consists of ali closed terrns (Le., terrns without free variables) which can be generated by the following BNF-like grammar E ::= x I NlL I ~.E I E\a I E[CP] I E + E I EIE I ree x. E, where x is a variable and cp is a perrnutaùon of A v {'t) which preserves 't and the operation -of complementaùon.
We assume mat the precedence among operators is \a. > [CP] > ~. > ree > + > I. + CCS has a two level semanùcs: me first level describes the behaviour of agents through an abstract machine and the second level forgets meir internal structure by idenùfying mose machines which alI exhibit me same external behavioUT.
The firSI level, i.e., the interleaving operaùonal semanùcs, is based on a labelled transiùon system with a transiùon relaùon defined via a set of transiùon rules. 
+
Hereto, we will use me following conventions to talk about sequences of acùons and sequences of visible actions:
• E =10=> E', E being the fluII string of A *, stands for E --'tn~ E', n ;;:: O;
• E =~=> E', stands for mere exist El and E2 such mat E =10=> El ~~ E2 =10=> E';
• E =S=> E', s = Àj ... À n E A+, stands for mere exist Ej, O < i < n, such mat E = EO =Àl=> El =À2=>···=Àn=> En = E';
• the relaùon =S=>, s E A * will be referred to as many step derivation.
The derivaùon relation of Definirlon 2.2 completely specifies the operaùonal semantics of CCS; the second level of CCS semantics is obtained by abstracting from unwanted details. To this purpose, a nOÙon of bisimulaùon is introduced which is then used to define an equivalence relarlon on agents. Agents which are observational1y equivalent can men be identified.
We can define a bisimulation relation R between CCS agents which consists of al! thase pairs af agents related via =s=> lO Proposition 2.1.
• Function'P is monotonic on the lattice of relations under inclusion.
• Relation z is a bisimulation and an equivalence reiation.
..
..
Below we propose two pairs of equivaIent processes. The first shows tha! the equivalence based on bisimulation succeeds in ignoring the internai structure of agents; the second shows that concurrent and nondeterrninistic processes may be identified. ..
Rather than equivalence relations we need congruences which guarantee that equivalent agents can be interchangeably plugged into any context, withou! affecting the overalI behaviour. It is well known that observational equivalence is not preserved by +-contexts, and thus in [Mi180] and 
Defining the Parti al Ordering Derivation Relation
In this section we define the partial ordering derivation relation Il-[~,9\]-tI2, which generalizes Milner's derivation relation E l -j.l-t E2, and allows us to obtain a notion of many step derivation based on partial orderings.
Wc first need to single out those sub-agents of a given CCS agent which can reasonably be considered as single entities, in that they may perform actions in isolation.
Definition 3.1. (defining CCS sequential agents)
A grape is a term defined by the following BNF-like grammar
where E, \a, [cjl] have the standard CCS meaning.
9
+ Intuitively speaking, a grape represents a sub-agent of a CCS agent, together with hs access path. The latter is used to take into account the context in which sequential processes operate.
This information is crucial on many occasions. For example, it allows us lO 
. (decomposing a CCS agent into its sequential agents)
Function dec decomposes a CCS agent into a set of grapes and is defined by structural induction as follows
In this definition, and from now onwards, the application of a syntactic constructor to a seI of grapes is defrned as applying the constructor elementwise, e.g., 1\ a={ g\ a. I ge Il.
The decomposition goes inside the structure of agents and stops when a process prefixed by an action or the NIL process are encountered, since these cannot be considered bm atomic sequential processes. lt also stops when an a sum or a recursion is encountered; this choice is debatable. For example, if we take agent o..NILlI3.NIL + 'Y.NIL it is not immediate whether il should be considered as a single sequential process, or rather as two sequential processes, namely o..NILlid + 'Y.NIL and idll3.NIL + 'Y.NIL. We take here the first standing and assume that, in order to resolve the choice between the two sides of a +, all concurrent processes on the same side must agree on being chosen. A similar situation arises with recursively defined agents, where alI concurrent agents in the ree body must unwind at the same time.
The above assumption of centralized control contrasts with that of [DDM87c). There, a decomposition relation decrel is defined which does not consider as sequential those agents having + and rec as top-leve! operators, and goes inside the structure of agents even in this cases.
In the case of +, this results in a cartesian product of the sequential components of the alternative agents, thus yielding a combinatorial explosion of the number of generated grapes, and the loss of the one-to-one correspondence between states and CCS agents. Indeed, the alternatives present in ali grapes are discarded by the occurrence of a transition only in those grapes affected by il.
Nevertheless, the alternati ves stili present in the remaining grapes are meaningless and wil! never be taken. Decomposing the above agent o..NILlI3.NIL + y.NIL through decrel gives exactly the set of grapes (a.NILlid + y.NIL, idl~.NIL + y.NIL). When the action a is perfonned, state (NILlid, jdl~.NIL + y.NIL) is reached where the y.NIL choice is stilI present, yet useless and misleading. In the case ofrec, this approach gives rise to problems when dealing with unguarded recursion; actual!y infmite sets of infinite grapes may be generated. 
+ +
We now define a correspondence between CCS agents and sets of grapes, more precisely with the sets of their sequential sub-agents.
Definition 3.3.
A seI of grapes I is complete if there exists a CCS agent E such that dec(E) = I.
+
Full infonnation about a CCS agent E is retained in dec(E), since the following property holds.
Property 3.1.
Function dec is injective and thus defines a bijection between CCS agents and complete sets of grapes.
Proof. Immediate by induction.
Note that the inverse function of dee is standard unification, provided thal distinct variables are substituted for each occurrence ofid, and (!lE), (El+E2) and {rec x. El are considered atomico In other words, the unique unifier of a complete se! of grapes I is the CCS agent of which I is the decomposition.
Sets of grapes will play the rOle of states in our partial ordering derivations, which are defined below. Firsl, we need some notation used lO describe the causai relation between sets of grapes.
Notation.
Let 9\ be a binary relation, by 9\.1-1 we understand the set (x I <X,y>E9\) and by 9\-!-2 the set (y I <X,y>E 9\).
Furthennore, we consider operators to be extended on 9\ too, e.g., 9\lid = (<xlid, ylid> I <X,y>E 9\).
• The partia! ordering derivation relation Il-[Jl,9\]-. 12 is defined via axioms and inference rules in direct correspondence with those of Milner's EI--jl-.E2. In this new relation, sets of grapes (II and 12), rather than agents, are source and target of the arrow, and 9\ is a binary relation on grapes. Still, the intuitive meaning of II-[Jl,9\J-. 12 is tha! I l may become 12 by performing action Jl; thus, we say that the grapes ofI 1 callse through Jl Ihose in 12 (also written as Il S;JlS;I2). The information about other grapes which can be caused by I l but not by Jl is recorded in 9\. More precisely, if gl :Sg2E 9\, we have that gl E Il, g2È 12 and tha! gl, bUI not action Jl, causes grape g2. As a whole, we may say that the derivation II- 
+
We can now shortly commenl our axiom and rules. In axiom act), a single grape is rewritten as a set of grapes, since the firing of the action makes explicit the ( The intuition behind rule rec) is similar to that behind sum). Obviously, the first step consists now in unwinding the recursive agent in aH the occurrences of the bound variabIe, ralher than discarding one of the altematives.
The way we deal with nondeterminislic choice and recursion shows that our transition rules still assume a centralised contro!. For instance, ali the conCUITent sequential processes which occur in an argument of + must participate in and are affected by the decision. The following property clarifies the structure of the derivations and stresses the asynchrony of the partial ordering derivation relation. Indeed. the under1ying model of standard CCS derivations is a transition system, while Definition 3.4 introduces a rewriting system. As a matter of fact, Proof. Given a derivation of either kind, use the structure of its deduction to obtain the derivation of the other kind.
+ 4. Partial Ol'dering Many Step Derivations
In Ihis section we concatenate the derivations given in Section 3 to define computations from which the partiaI ordering many step derivations for CCS are obtained. The partiaI orderings of events pf these derivations express the complete causai dependencies among the performed events. In order to relate our many step derivations with Milner' s, we also introduce total orderings on events that reflect the temporal relation among them. Eventually, the two relations of partiaI ordering observationaI equivalence and congruence are defined which are based on bisimulation and on the previously given many slep derivations.
The next definition introduces three orderings of events which will be used to capture the relevant information aboul behaviours of agents.
Definition 4.1. (orderings of events)
Lei A be a countable set of event labe/s.
i) A partial ordering (po) of events is a triple h = <S, I, :5>, where
• S is a fmite set of events;
• I: S -'} A is a labelling funcrion;
• :5 is a partiaI ordering relarion on S, called causai relarion.
ii) A total ordering (to) of events is a po of events t = <S, l, :5> such that:5 is totaI.
In this case we will use < for :5, and cali it temporal relarion.
iii) A mixed ordering (mo) of events is a quadruple d = <S, I, :5, <>, where <S, l, :5> is a po and <S, l, <> is a to of events.
Two events el and e2 are concurrent ifneither el:5e2 nor e2:5e1.
Two orderings of events will be identified if isomorphic, Le., if there is a label-and orderpreserving bijection between their events.
A to of events (up to isomorphism) will be identified with the sequence of the labels of its events. A partial ordering of events.
+
We will now introduce our notion of computation, as a fmite sequence of complete sets of grapes and of partial ordering derivations. ii)· Ii ç;;Gi-1' and
As noted in tbe previous section, the elements of the partial ordering derivation relation are rewriting rules which are applied in the computation above. States are (represented as) complete sets of grapes. This is essentially due to our assumption of having a centralized controi. Indeed, function dee induces and Theorem 3.1 establishes this natural one-to-one correspondence between tbe states of the original interleaving and of the partial ordering computations. In tbe ith step, state Gi-l evolves to Gi by applying Ii -{lii,9ìil~I'i in such a way that the set of grapes Ii (contained in Gi-l) is rewritten as 9ì i J.2 U l'i, while the grapes in
Note also tbal our notion of computation coincides with Milner's, when a single step is performed, because of tbe correspondence between his and our derivation relation established by Theorem 3.1. Rence, hereto we will write Eo-iJ.~E1 to denote a single-step computation of eitber nature. BeIow, Example 4.1 shows an application ofProcedure PO.
Before giving the example, we state a fundamental theorem about OUT operationa! semantics of CCS, and derive from initial derivations the notions of partial ordering and interleaving many step derivations. The property expressed by Theorem 4.1 (called complete concurrency) re!ates the tota! and the partia! orderings obtained from computations. More precise!y, the first part of the theorem states that, given a computation, the events in the derived mixed ordering of events <S, l, ::S;, <> are generated in a total tempora! ordering that is, of course, compatib!e with the causal ordering (:5 ç; <l. The second and crucial part says that these events can be generated by different computations (with the same initia1 and fina1 set of grapes) in al! temporai orderings <' compatible with the causal one (::; ç;; <'l, namely::; is complete. Shortly, completeness amounts to saying that any two concurrent events can be generated in either temporal order. As we will see later, complete concurrency plays a crucial role in relating the notions of partial ordering many step derivations with Milner's, and therefore in proving that parti al ordering observational equivalence and congruence are finer than Milner' s.
Notation. Given a partial ordering and a total ordering of events <S, 
We have that GO = dec(E), from which the following computation will start. • S= (el,e2,e4,eS,e6);
• l(el) = a, l(e2) = y, l(e4) = O, l(eS) = 13, l(e6) = 11;
• e2 ~ e4' e2 ~ eS' e Z ~ e6' ei ~ ei;
• el < e2< e4< eS< e6' Another example follows which shows how unguarded recursion is naturally dealt with in our framework. It also gives evidenee that unguardedness may !ead to infinitely branching partial orderings that reflect unbounded parallelism. When there is no derivation, the claim follows trivially. Assume inductively that the thesis holds at the ith step: we have then that there exists an agent Ei-l sueh that Gi-l = dee(Ei_ll. By Theorem 3.1 and by definiùon of eomputaùon, there exists a set of grapes 13 sueh that
Gi-l -13 = Ii, Gi -(9ì i .J.2 u 13) = l'i, and li-[l1i,9ìi14l'i if Ei_l-j.l.i4Ei, with dee(Eil = Gi·
Sinee both many step derivations forgel 't's, the proof of the induetive step follows.
The proof of the only if part is symmetrie.
A eonsequenee of the two theorems above is thal Milner' s many step derivations ean be easily recovered from po many step derivations, the former being just linearizations of the latter. In other words, the original interleaving operational semanùes for CCS is immediately retrievable from ours, sinee there is a syntaetieal bijeelion between the two kinds of derivation. This very basie eorrespondenee guarantees thal it is possible to earry over the parùal ordering approach to the extensional semanùes for CCS defined so far (e.g., see [Mi180 and 84, DH84] 1. If R is a binary relation between CCS agents and h is a po of events, then e, a function from relations to relations, is defined as follows: <El, E2> E €l(R) if, i) whenever El=h=> E'l there exis!s E'2 such that E2=h=> E'2 and <E'l, E'2> ER ii) whenever E2=h=> E'2 there exists E'l such thal El=h=> E'l and <E'l, E'2> ER.
A relation R is a bisimulation if R ç;; €l(R).
3. Relation == = u (R I R ç;; €l(R) }, is called partial ordering (po) observational equivalence.
Proposition 4.1.
• Function e is monotonic on the lattice of relations under inclusion.
• Relation == is a bisimulation and an equivalence relation. Partial ordering observational equivalence is preserved by al! operators except for +.
Proof. See Appendix B.
+
We will now refine the notion of po observational equivalence so thm the new relation is preserved under ali contexts. The following definition follows the pattern of the context independent characterization of observational congruence given in Section 2. Again, two agents are congruent if they are equivalent and, whenever one may perform at least a 't, the other may do as well, becoming equivalent agents. We need a definition first; recal! that Eo---c->E1 denotes a single-step computation in which action 't has been performed. ii) whenever Eo=r=>E'O, there exists an agent E'1 such that E1='t=>E'1 and E'O'" E'l;
iii) whenever E1='t=>E'1, there exists an agent E'O such tha! EO='t=>E'O and E'O'" E'l.
•
Theorem 4.6. ("'c is preserved by ali contexts)
Relation ",c is a congruence.
Proof. Let E, EO, El be CCS agents. The proof. proceeds by case analysis on the operators of CCS, under!he hypothesis that there exists a bisimulation relation R containing the pair <EO, El', i.e., EO "' c El.
The proof in cases act), l'es), rei), com) and ree) is immediate since item i) has been established by Theorem 4.5, and proving items ii) and iii) is trivial.
sum) The only difficult part of proving that EO+E ",c E l +E (and that E+EO ",c E+E I) is showing that EO+E '" El +E, Le., when EO+E=h=>E'O also E1+E=h=>E'1 with E'O ",E'l; and viceversa.
When EO moves via visible actions, the proof is trivial. When EO='t=>E'O, also EI='t=>E'I, for EO ",c El by hypothesis (in particular, note that item ii) holds); and viceversa.
• As expected, parti al ordering congruence is finer than observational congruence; furthermore they coincide when dealing with nondetenninistic sequential processes only.
Corollary 4.1. (po congruence isfiner than observational congruence)
Given two CCS agents EO and El, we have that EO =e E l implies EO ~e El, buI no! viceversa.
Proof. The implieation follows from Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Example 4.4.b) shows also that the reverse implication does not hold.
• Not surprisingly, the equivalence and congruence relations coincide with the originai relations introduced in [Mil84] when they are restricted to sequential nondeterministic processes. 
5.Conclusions ancl Relatecl Work
In this paper we have presented a parti al ordering semantics for CCS based on a set of rewriting rules, given in the SOS style, and on a notion of observa!ional congruence. A rewriting rule describes the evolution of sets of sequentiai sub-agents which are obtained by decomposing CCS agents, and expresses the causai relation among the initial sub-agents, the performed action, and the resulting sub-agents. The congruence abstracts from internai behaviour stili distinguishing concurrent execution of actions from their nondeterministic interleavings, and preserving information about the causal relation among them.
To make the choice of a particular true concurrent semantics less arbitrary, in (DDM87c] we put forward two criteria we consider essential for assessing any new partial ordering semantics of a Ianguage previously equipped with an interleaving one:
i) the interleaving semantics must be retrievable from the partial ordering semantics;
ii) the partial ordering semantics must capture ali and only the parallelism present in the language, as expressed, e.g., through a multiset operational semantics.
In this section, we will discuss adequacy of our semantics and its re1ationships with other work aiming at the same target, by checking whether they satisfy the above criteria, and by discussing the discriminating power of the proposed behavioural equivalences.
Theorem 4.3 guarantees that our semantics satisfies criterion i). It should be noted that there indeed exists a direc! syntactic correspondence between agents and the sets of grapes reachable through derivations, between Milner's rules and ours, and, finally, between the proofs of either derivations. In fact, criterion i) is shown lO hold by a straightforward structural induction. We would like to stress tha! another by-product of the direct correspondence is that proof techniques developed for the interleaving approach can be borrowed.
We have not proved criterion ii), but we claim it. The actual proof requires introducing, as done in [DDM87c], a multiset transition system where transitions are labelled by multisets of actions, rather than single actions. The new transition system makes explicit the concurrency of CCS agents by describing the effect of perforrning concurrenl actions at the same time. The multiset operationaI semantics can be defined by extending and modifying the inference rule for communication between agents, so that a multiset of actions could be performed and pairs of complementary actions could be synchronized (see for something on this line [Mil83, AB84]). Once multiset transitions have been defined, the proof that criterion ii) is met requires a long and tedious work, analogous to the one followed in establishing the relationships between partial ordering and interleaving semantics. More precisely, one has to define a mixed ordering containing also sequences of multisets of actions; to prove the multiset counterpart of complete concurrency; and lo eventually prove that the partial ordering equivalence implies the multiset one.
We claim aIso that multiset equivalence is coarser than the partial ordering one, since it does not respect causaI dependencies, as shown by the following example. Agents Nevertheless, the flIst agent may cause via an (l( either (y.NIL+o.NIL) or just y.NIL, while the second has no choice.
When branching time is felt as important, an alternative approach can be followed. In [DDM87a] , we introduced Nondeterministic Measurement Systems (NMS) and defined a bisimulation relation over them. An NMS is the tree consisting of the computations of a transition system ordered by prefix; its nodes are labelled by what is observed of the corresponding computation. Now, if we take as observations (a slight variation of) the partial orderings of events labelling the derivations and use bisimulation over NMS, we obtain an observational congruence which respects branching time. Indeed, the two agent above would differentiated by this NMS congruence. Il is not difficult to prove that the alternative congruence suggested above is finer than the one defined in this paper; the additional discriminating power comes from the information about the structure of the computation NMS record.
There have been many attempts to define a partial ordering operational semanlics for CCS. In many cases, however, either proper subsets of CCS have been eonsidered or the interleaving semanties is no! the standard CCS one. Our attempts [DDM85, 87a, 87b [Win87] proposes two partiaI ordering denotational semantics for CCS based on Event Structures and on Petri Nets. He c1aims that the interleaving semantics agrees with Milner's without giving any formaI statement of the satisfaction of any criteria similar to i) and ii) above. In [Old87] and other manuscripts, Olderog refines the approach of [DDMS7b] to give a distributed account of + and rec; he uses a slight1y modified version of our decomposition function and proposes a set of derivation rules very similar to those of [DDM87c] to obtain a partial ordering semantics of a language (CCSP) with many similarities with CCS, but withoUl the restriction operator. Satisfaction of criterion i) is proved, but more involved and less general conditions are stated in piace of criterion ii), and not formaIly proved.
There are also several papers which aim al providing languages traditionally equipped with interleaving based semantics with partial ordering preserving behaviouraI equivalences. Castellani and Hennessy [CH85] provide a fragment of CCS with a semantics based on rewriting rules and bisimulation. Synchronization and restriction are not considered and only single-step derivations are defined. Theif observational equivalence appears incomparable with ours even for the common sub-Ianguage. However, the relationships have not yet been fully investigated. In [GV87] van Gabbleek and Vaandrager propose a Petri Net semantics for finite ACP processes and define rwo congruence relations (pomset and generalized pomset bisimulation) which seem to coincide with our partial ordering and NMS equivalence, respectively. Boudol and Castellani [BCS7] consider an algebra of labelled event structures (without restriction and communication) and define a congruence relation which, we feel, coincides with pomset bisimulation and with the congruence introduced in this papero None of the above operational approaches considers a language with operators for both recursion and restriction. It is not c1ear IO us how and whether their results could be extended to cope with such an explosive mixture.
The results presented in this paper certainly require further improvements and extensions. Obviously, the relationships among the various partial ordering equivalences should be assessed, and other notions of equivalence defined and studied. E.g., it should be worthwhile to extend lO true concurrent modeJs those equivalence or pre-order relations already introduced for interleaving models and proved interesting [DH84, OH86] . More generally, criteria are to be established for judging the adequacy and feasibility of equivalence relalions for concurrent systems. Also, the search for (complete?) proof systems should continue.
AppendixA
The proof of complete concurrency is based on the following steps. i) Procedure TPO (Total PO) is defined which extends Procedure PO in that it builds mixed orderings of events containing also events labelled by 1:; we will call the ordering generated in this way observation of the given computation. ii) We show that, given two consecutive concurrent events originated by a computation, there always exists another computation which generates them in the reverse order. More precisely, given a two-step computation {GO Il-(f·l.j,9\11~I'1 Gl I:r-[IlZ,9\zl~I'z GZ}, the two events originated by it can also be generated in the reverse order, provided that no grape of l'l is used by the second po derivation, namely when l'l Il Iz = 0 (note that 9\ z .1z Il IZ may be nonempty).
iii) The result above is further extended to any set of concurrent events. iv) We prove that discarding the events labelled by 't does not affect the overaIl result. Please, recall that two isomorphic ordering of events will be considered identical. • el< e2'
iii) The same causaI dependencies are obtained among the elements of GO' those of Gl and events el and eZ after Step 4 of Procedure TPO applied either to l'; or S'.
Proof. The proof of the frrst claim is immediate. Items ii) and iii) are proved by induction on the structure (and number of) the grapes belonging to 9t 1.J..2 l Ì 12, induced by structure of the deduction of po derivations.
For proving the base step we must consider the following two exaustive cases.
The first case arises when 9t 1.J..2 l Ì 12 = 0: the two events can be generated in either ordering, sin ce, by hypothesis, 1'1 l Ì 12 = 0. Obviously, item iii) holds true. Let us prove the inductive step. We will call equivalent two computations the observation of which differ only in the total ordering, and such that the same causaI relation among the elements of GO' those of G2 and events el and e2 is determined after Step 4 of Procedure TPO. 
ii) The proof is straightforward in the other case which occurs when we inductively assume that from • Given a computation ç with observation o = <S, l, :5, <', let e and e' be two concurrent events generated via Procedure TPO by two consecutive occurrences of po derivations.
There always exist a computation ç' with observation o' = <S, l, :5, <", where <'=«-(e<e'J)v {e'<'e}.
where events e and e' are originated by the i th and (i+1)th po derivations. By applying Lemma A.I it is easy to construct the required computation which is as follows.
The only check to be performed is that the partial ordering of the observation of ç' is indeed $. This follows immediately by noticing that the causaI dependencies among the elements of Gi-l, those of Gi+ 1 and the events generated after Step 4 of Procedure TPO applied to computation {Gi-I Ij-[Jli,9\il~I'i Gi Ii+I-[Jli+I,9\i+Il~I'i+1 Gi+l} are, by Lemma A.l.iii), exactly the same causai dependencies which result after Step 40fTPO on computation {Gi-lli-[Jli+l,;&HI'i !:li !i+I-{Jli,;&+I]~I'i+l Gi+l}.
• Lemma A.2. (two concurrent events can be generated in either ordering)
Given two CCS agents EO and El and an observation o = <S, I, $, <, such that there exists a computation from EO to El with observation o, we have that for aH <' such that $ <;;; <', there exists a computation from EO to El> with observation o' = <S, I, $, <"~o Prooi. Let ::: be the set of ali the computations from EO to El originating the same po of events <5, l, $, via Procedure TPO.
We have to prove that the observation o' = S, I, $, <" of any computation in::: is such that $ <;;; <'o In other words, we are given the po of events <S, l, $> and a totai ordering <' = {eo, q, ... , ek) on the events of S such that $ <;;; <', and we must find a computation ç' with observation o' = <S, l, $, <"~o Let çO be a computation in S. We construct a sequence of computations {çO, ç1, ... , ç'}, al! in S, as follows.
Assume tha! ~n E S has observation ojn = <S, l, $, Jn,. If Jn = <', the required computation is found.
Otherwise, assume inductively that Jn has the same n first elements <' has, and that e n occurs as the (m+l)th element, i.e., Jn = {eo, el, ... , en-l, e'n, ... , e'm-l> en, ... , ek}' Using Corollary AL it is easy to construct a computation ~n+ 1 with observation <S, I, $, Jn+ 1 , where
.. , en-l,en, ... , en, em-l, ... , ek . n act e n an e m -! are concurrent, lor they appear in reverse order in Jn and <', which both contain $. Performing a total of m-n exchanges we obtain an observation the total ordering of which is Jn+m-n= Jn+ l, and the inductive step is proved.
+ Theorem 4.1. (complete concurrency )
Given two CCS agents EO and E l and a mo of events d = <S, l, $, <, such that EO ",d",> E l, we have that
• $<;;; <;
• "1<' such that $ <;;; <', there exist an initial derivation EO ~'",> El, with d' = <S, l, $, <"~o Proof. Let 1; be a computation, o = <so, lO, ~, <o> be its observation and d = ,S, l, $, <> be its mixed ordering of events. Note that Procedures PO and TPO differ only in their
Step 5, which is used in PO to discard events label!ed by 1:, i.e., S= So-(e Il(e) = 1:}, and to accordingly restrict l, $, <. First claim is obvious. We are left to prove the second claim: a total ordering <' on tbe events of S is given such that $ ç;;; <', and we must find a computation 1;' with mixed ordering of events d' = <S, l, :0;, Ò. It suffices to find a <!l' such that :0;0 ç;;; <0', such that its restriction lO S is <'; Lemma A.Z can then be applied. Such a <0' does exist, since relation R = <' V ~ is a partial ordering (only the events label!ed by 1: may be unrelated). In fact, a cycle in R would imply the existence of a cycle either in <' or in ~, for $ ç;;; <'o Indeed, we can chose as <0' any totalization of R, obtained by adding the necessary pairs Il <0'1: or 1: <°'11, and removing reflexivity. Partial ordering observational equivalence is preserved by ali operators except for +.
Proof. Let E, EO, El be CCS agents. The proof proceeds by case analysis on the operators of CCS, under the hypothesis that tbere exists a bisimulation R containing the pair <EO, El', i.e.,
EO == El·
act) It suffices proving that adding to R the pair <ilEO, ilEI' results in a bisimulation. We distinguish two cases.
If Il'''1:, let us consider a computation for which ilEO =<S, l, $>=> E'O, and cal! e the event corresponding to its first quadruple (IlEO}-[1l,0)-t dec(EO). There exists then another computation such that EO =<S', l, S'>=> E'O, with S' = S -{e} and $' = $ -({e$e) v (e$e' I e'ES'}). By hypothesis, we can always grow a computation for which EI=<S', l, $'>=>E'lo with E'O;: E'l; and from this the required computation such that IlEI=<S, l, $>=> E'l. And viceversa.
If 11=1:, obvious.
res) We have to prove that EO'la == E l'la. The proof is easy: if there exists an agent E'O such that
EO\a =h=> E'O (i.e., for whichever computation you choose from dec(Eo) to dec(E'o) with no quadruples of the form I-[a,9ì)-tI'), by hypothesis EO == El we can always find an agent E'l such that E'O == E'l and El'la=h=>E'l (i.e., Ihere exists a computation from dec(El) IO dec(E'l) with no quadruples of the fonn I-[a,9ì]-tI'). And viceversa. Thus, the required bisimulation is R' = {<E\a, E''Ia> I <E, E'> E R}.
rei) Trivial, since <I> is a permutation of A u {1:} that preserves 1: and -: the required bisimulation is R' = «Eo[<I>l, El [<I>l, I <EO, El' E R).
com) We only consider the case of a right I context; the other case is symmetrical.
The required bisimulation is R' = {<EOIE, E IlE, I <EO, E l' E R}. In order to support our claim, we now prove that whenever EOIE =h=>E'OIE' then EllE =h=>E'IIE' and E'OIE' == E'IlE'. By a symmetric argument, R' is therefore a bisimulation. This is the most difficult case to be proved, and, in order to guide the reader in understanding the proof, we first consider the case when there is no communication between EO and E. Then, we prove the thesis for a single-step computation consisting of a synchronization. Finally, we extend this results to the general case. In the first case, for every computation of EOIE with no communication 1;0 = (dec(EQ)lid u idldec(E) Il-fl·Q,9\ll-tI'1 GI··.
Gn-l I n -[).ln,9\ n l-tI'n dec(E'O)lid u idldec(E')} with h = <S, I, ::;, as label of its po many step derivation, we must find a computation of E IlE with no communication 1;1 = (dec(El)liduidldec(E») h-{JJ.I,~hHl'l Q.I··· Dm-l Im-{JJ.m'~ml-trm dec(E'l)lid u idldec(E')}, with the same h as label of the po many step derivation, and E'OIE' == E'IlE'.
We can write each (occurrence of) complete set of grapes Gk as Gkllid u idlGk r (index I is for left, r for righI), where Gk l (Gk r ) is a(n occurrence of) complete set of grapes to which dec(Eo) (dec(E» has evolved. Now, since there is no communication, it is possible to partition 1;0 in two parts: the first one contains those quadruples involving only grapes in Gkllid; the second part contains those quadruples involving only grapes in idlGk r . This can always be done, by looking whether Ikç;;Gkllid, or Ikç;;idlGk r .
The partition above induces a partition on h in hl and h r , as well. The events of h are then accordingly partitioned depending on whether they correspond to the quadruples in the left or the right part of 1;0, respectively. It is important to note that, since Ik n Ij = 0, for all Ikç;;Gk1lid, Ijç;;idlGk r , all events of hl are concurrent with those of h r .
Two computations can now be generated form 1;0, by "splitting" each quadruple in its premises, more precisely where idl9\{ =9\j, idlI{ = Ij, idlI} = l'j.
We obtain the following computations Computations <;0 1 and <;Or originate po derivations labelled by hl and h r , respectively. As done before, we can obtain the following computation originating, by inductive hypothesis, a po derivation with label hl.
<;1 1 = dJ l1-[1l>~IIHl'll :!il I21-{.t.2,~2IH 1'21 ...
. ,. Inl_[2!,n,~nll-+I'nl z.1.
We may now compose <;1 1 and <;Or, to obtain <;1, by iteratively interleaving their parts without communication and "synchronizing" the quadruples with action A,i. In doing so, two cases may arise, depending on wheteher the actions used for synchronization are generated in the same order When there exist quadruples with.t.i "" (A,O-, we have to re-arrange computation <;1 1 in order IO go back IO the previous case, and "put Hampty together again" properly. This can always be done, since these quadruples generate the corresponding events in different total orderings, and thus these events are concurrent. Thus, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to switch transitions in <; 11
and still obtain a legal computation originating the same po derivation with label hl.
ree) Empty, since only c10sed terrns are allowed.
